



What Our Painting Tools Can Do	
Erin Raedeke	 erinraedeke@gmail.com  202.329.8727


In this 5 week workshop we will explore the various ways in which our painting tools can be 
used, looking at how many of these common tools (like the palette knife or specific shapes and 
sizes of brushes for example) often have more potential than one might assume. I will be using 
oil paint in my demos and most likely, I will be working form the still life - but subject matter is 
of course flexible, and we will have time to discuss that as well and look at examples of all sort 
of subject matter and paint applications, etc.


Supplies: 

Paint: I do use a particular palette that I’d be happy to share - it basically consists of a cool 
and warm of each primary, along with a cool and warm of green, raw umber and titanium white. 
Please let me know if you want suggestions, etc.

Palette Knife/Knives - I probably shouldn’t admit this, but I often find myself sticking to one 
palette knife - I seem to get very use to it, the way it feels, “drives,” etc. I do have a variety of 
sizes available though that I can experiment with when I paint.

Here is a good set of three palette knives that Blick sells. But again, you might already have 
some sizes that you are comfortable with.

https://www.utrechtart.com/items/03117-0269/


Brushes:

I have been using synthetic mongoose brushes exclusively for many years - but in one of my 
last paintings, I began questioning myself why I was putting that limitation on myself? It would 
best if you could have a variety of brushes on hand - I know this can get expensive though.

Having both a few bristle and as well as sable brushes (both can definitely be synthetic, I actu-
ally recommend it) is ideal. Also, if you could have at least one flat, a bright (similar to a flat, but 
shorter), a round, and a filbert( a mix between a round and flat) that would be ideal too. If you 
aren’t able to have all of these that is okay too.

Here’s a set of brushes on sale at Utrecht (Softer bristles)Here’s a brand that I use a lot: Winsor 
Newton Monarch (softer bristles) https://www.utrechtart.com/products/winsor-and-newton-
monarch-brushes/


Optional: 
Bob Ross 1” by 2” (this is a larger brush, therefore it can cover larger areas, yet also really soft-
en edges, since it is not made of exclusively “harder” bristles). This is definitely optional, and 
you might have something like this around the house already, or can find at Home Depot 
https://www.utrechtart.com/items/05231-1001/

If you would like recommendations/suggestions on how to paint with oils at home in a safer 
manner, or any other questions, concern, etc., please don’t hesitate to reach out to me. I’m re-
ally looking forward to our class!


p.s. WSS has suggestions on the website for painting at home take a look here:


https://75c2f6dd-bfa3-4ea7-858e-3c11c536dd52.filesusr.com/ugd/
a7b851_b71e2567611c4954ab08a435e0afa5f5.pdf
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